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Abstract — Primary-side sensing is an observer-based approach to estimate the out-
put voltage of flyback converters from a primary winding (or an auxiliary winding).
Various observer-laws have been recently developed for flyback converters operating in
discontinuous conduction mode (DCM). The extension to continuous conduction mode
(CCM), however, has not been considered due to the difficulties in compensating for the
voltage drop in the secondary winding. From the possibility to predict the winding volt-
age drop using the magnetizing current and the transformer model, this paper presents
a new observer method that can work accurately and smoothly in both CCM and DCM.
The methodology can be combined with any controller to provide either output voltage
regulation or output current regulation. The proposed sensing technique is verified by
simulation.
Keywords — Primary side sensing, flyback converter, continuous conduction mode, dis-
continuous conduction mode.
I Introduction
Conventional flyback converters make use of a
transformer and an opto-coupler to achieve a gal-
vanic isolation in the power transmission and feed-
back path, respectively. Though an opto-coupler
offers a direct and easy way to capture the output
voltage, its transfer function is highly nonlinear
and dependent on both time and ambient temper-
ature. This drawback imposes an upper constraint
on the converter operating temperature, efficiency
and size [1]. Therefore, a non-opto-coupler solu-
tion is expected to bring a significant improvement
for both system performance and production cost.
To eliminate the opto-coupler from the converter
circuit, Nalepa et al. [1] suggested using an ob-
server to extract the output voltage from the pri-
mary winding voltage. This primary-side sensing
idea was then extended to work with an auxiliary
winding in [2–8]. Since Nalepa’s approach can be
equally applied to either the primary or auxiliary
winding, we will concern ourselves with the aux-
iliary winding, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Where Vg
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Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of a flyback converter with
primary-side sensing.
and Vo are the converter input and output volt-
age, respectively. For simplicity, the flyback trans-
former is exemplified by an ideal model with Lm
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Fig. 2: Typical waveform of the sensing voltage and currents in a flyback converter, where I2r =
N2
N1
I2 is the secondary
current referred to the primary side and Ts represents the switching period. The switch is on for qsw = 1 and is off when
qsw = 0
representing the magnetizing inductor, N1, N2 and
N3 denoting the number of turns in the primary,
secondary and auxiliary windings, respectively.
A set of observer laws is typically required to
track the output voltage reflected to the auxiliary
winding when the power switch is off and the sec-
ondary diode is conducting. This is equivalent to
collecting and analyzing the sensing voltage Vsv
during the interval (t2, t3) of each switching cycle
(see Fig. 2). In principle, any piece of informa-
tion contained in Vsv from t2 to t3 can be used
for output voltage extraction [1]. Recent investi-
gations [2–7] proposed sampling Vsv at the knee
point (the time instant t3) which is the moment
when the secondary current I2 drops to zero in
DCM or just before the switch turns on in CCM,
as shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of the knee-point
sampling scheme is twofold: to avoid the ringing
waveform occurring in Vsv and to minimize the ef-
fect of the cable voltage drop on secondary side.
The knee point in CCM is simple to find but out-
put voltage estimation requires the secondary cur-
rent data for voltage drop compensation, while the
knee point detection is difficult in DCM, though no
extra current information is needed.
The knee point can be located by voltage inspec-
tion [2–5] or magnetic flux magnipulation [6,7]. In
the first philosophy, the sensing voltage is mon-
itored directly by a state machine [2] or multiple
samplers and a digital signal processor [3] or an en-
velop detector circuit [4], etc to estimate the time
instant t3. The second philosophy relies on the
zero-crossing property of the magnetizing current
Im (or magnetic flux in the transformer) to work
out the knee point position [6, 7]. Until now, all
knee-point detection techniques in both philoso-
phies focus only on DCM. Although some authors
[4, 5] claimed that their methods can operate in
both CCM and DCM, they have not recommended
any compensation solution for the voltage drop in
CCM. It is therefore desired to have a cheap and
reliable estimation strategy that can work accu-
rately and smoothly in both CCM and DCM.
Based on the potential features of the magnetiz-
ing current in locating the knee-point and provid-
ing an estimation of the secondary current, this pa-
per adopts a new observer law that can run seam-
lessly in both CCM and DCM, as shown in Section
II. The methodology is subsequently combined
with a switching current-mode controller, designed
in Section III, to provide a constant output volt-
age regulation. Section IV analyzes and verifies
the simulation results of the proposed system im-
plemented in the Simulink/Matlab environment.
The conclusion is covered in Section V.
II Proposed sensing solution
By observing Fig. 2, one can easily see that the
referred secondary current I2r (and so I2) consists
of a main part which is proportional to the magne-
tizing current Im, and a ringing component which
typically collapses before reaching the knee-point.
This suggests that the knee-point and the output
voltage Vo can be accurately predicted if Im is fully
observed. Although Im cannot be measured di-
rectly, its values can be computed from the sens-
ing voltage Vsv, with an assumption of zero voltage
drop in the auxiliary winding, via
Im(t) = −N1(Rsv1 +Rsv2)
N3Rsv2Lm
∫ t
t0
Vsv(φ) dφ+ Im(t0)
= − 1
τm
∫ t
t0
Vsv(φ) dφ+ Im(t0), t ≥ t0 (1)
where τm =
N3Rsv2Lm
N1(Rsv1+Rsv2)
, and Im(t0) denotes the
initial condition of Im(t). Theoretically, Im(t) can
be generated by an ideal integrator with an inte-
grator constant of τm and an adder, when Vsv(t)
and Im(t0) are known. However, in practice, an
analog integrator, which typically suffers from out-
put voltage drift and saturation, cannot achieve
such performance. To prevent the shortcomings
of the practical integrator, a resetting integrator
with an integrator constant, say τi, is used instead.
Generally, τi can be chosen differently from τm, so
a gain of τiτm is required to scale the integrator
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Fig. 3: Typical signal waveforms in the knee-point
detector circuit working in DCM.
output. Assumed that the integration is periodi-
cally started at the time ts1 (see Fig. 3) which is
a fixed delay after the switch turn-on moment t1,
and reset at the end of the switching cycle t1 +Ts.
Because of the integrator resetting action, the ob-
served signal will have the form
Iˆm(t) =

− τiτm 1τi
∫ t
ts1
Vsv(φ) dφ+ Im(ts1)
, for t ∈ [ts1, t1 + Ts]
Im(ts1), for t ∈ [t1 + Ts, ts1 + Ts)
(2)
where Iˆm(t) is the observed version of Im(t) and
only equal to Im(t) in the interval [ts1, t1 + Ts]
of each switching cycle. Multiply both sides of
Eq. (2) with the gain kf =
τm
τi
, the result is
kf Iˆm(t) =

−Vint(t) + kfIm(ts1)
, for t ∈ [ts1, t1 + Ts]
kfIm(ts1), for t ∈ [t1 + Ts, ts1 + Ts)
(3)
where Vint(t) =
1
τi
∫ t
ts1
Vsv(φ) dφ is the output of
the integrator. Since the integration starting time
ts1, as shown in Fig. 3, is within the on-time of
the switch, the initial condition Im(ts1) can be ob-
tained by
Im(ts1) ≈ Ig(ts1) (4)
For a given flyback converter, the factor kf is
constant and the knee point is within the inter-
val [ts1, t1 + Ts]. Therefore, the signal kf Iˆm(t)
can be equivalently used as Im(t) in predicting the
knee-point location. The algorithm, which deter-
mines the sampling instance t3 in both CCM and
DCM from the signal kf Iˆm(t), is implemented in
Fig. 4. The sampling time trigger ZDK in DCM is
achieved by comparing the observed signal kf Iˆm(t)
to zero while the sampling time in CCM is simply
activated by an end-cycle trigger ZCK. An SR
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of a knee-point detector circuit.
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Fig. 5: A detailed model of a flyback transformer taking
into account the frequency dependent effect of leakage
inductance.
flip-flop is inserted to resolve a conflict between the
two trigger signals ZDK and ZCK. To compute
kf Iˆm(t), Eqs. (3) and (4) are applied, where the
integrator is periodically reset by the signal ZRE
and the starting condition of kf Iˆm(t) in each cycle
is controlled by ZIG.
The operation of the knee-point detector circuit
in DCM is exemplified in Fig.3. Though the al-
gorithm has been illustrated in DCM only, one
can easily verify its performance when running in
CCM. The starting time ts1 of the integrator is
properly chosen to guarantee that the integrator
is entirely reset, and that the primary current Ig
is sampled after the fluctuations occurring in Ig,
due to switching actions, have died out.
In addition to a proper sampling scheme for Vsv
, an accurate compensation for the voltage drop
in the secondary winding is necessary, particularly
in CCM. The transformer winding resistance and
leakage inductance usually result in a significant
discrepancy between the real and estimated output
voltage [8]. By analyzing the voltage across each
leakage inductance, Chang and Tzou [8] found that
the error due to leakage inductance can be reduced
by applying a constant correcting factor. This
analysis is, however, only applicable without the
presence of the MOSFET capacitance and is diffi-
cult to extend to a high-order transformer model,
for example in Fig. 5. Fortunately, the knee-point
sampling methodology gives a lot of help in simpli-
fying the voltage drop calculation. In general, we
assume that the ideal 3-winding transformer block
in Fig.1 is replaced with a more accurate model de-
scribed in Fig.5. The sensing voltage Vsv and the
signal kf Iˆm(t) are both sampled at the moment t3.
Since the voltage drop in the auxiliary winding is
very small, the output voltage Vo at time t3 can
be estimated by Eq. (5),
Vˆo(t3) =
N2
N3
Rsv1 +Rsv2
Rsv2
Vsv(t3)− L2 dI2
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t3
−R2I2(t3)− L21 dI21
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t3
− Vd (5)
where Vd is the forward diode voltage drop, I2 and
I21 are currents across L2 and L21 (see Fig .5).
Since the oscillations in I2 and I21 are close to zero
at the knee point, their values and their derivatives
with respect to time are well approximated by
I2(t3) ≈ N1
N2
Im(t3) ≈ N1
N2
Iˆm(t3) (6)
dI21
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t3
≈ dI2
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t3
≈ N1
N2
dIm
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t3
= − N
2
1
N2N3
Rsv1 +Rsv2
Rsv2
Vsv(t3)
Lm
(7)
The formula in Eq. (6) is derived from Eq. (2).
Substitution of Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (5) yields
Vˆo(t3) =
N2
N3
Rsv1 +Rsv2
Rsv2
kcVsv(t3)
−R2N1
N2
Iˆm(t3)− Vd (8)
where kc = 1 +
(
N1
N2
)2
L2+L21
Lm
denotes the correc-
tion term for the voltage drop due to leakage induc-
tance. The value of Iˆm(t3) is not obtained directly
but rather from the sampled signal kf Iˆm(t3) (see
Fig. 4) when the scaling gain kf is known. Recall
that kf can be theoretically calculated from the
converter specifications using Eq. (9), as
kf =
τm
τi
=
Rsv2
Rsv1 +Rsv2
N1
N3
Lm
τi
, (9)
or estimated from actual measurements, via
kf =
Vsi(t2)− Vsi(ts1)
Rsi(kf Iˆm(t2)− kf Iˆm(ts1))
. (10)
Although Eqs. (9) and (10) will return a reason-
ably accurate result, the latter approach is pre-
ferred from robustness and accuracy.
III Controller design example
It is desired to test the sensing method, as de-
scribed in section II, in both operating modes
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of a flyback converter with
primary-side sensing and gain scheduling current mode
control.
(CCM and DCM) of a flyback converter. Moving
from one operating condition to another is simply
achieved by a step load command. A switching
current mode controller, as given in Fig. 6, is sug-
gested to handle a wide load variation. The struc-
ture of the proposed controller is similar to a con-
ventional peak current mode control except that
the voltage compensator can be varied according
to the working mode.
The operation of the controller in Fig. 6 can be
summarized as follows. The current-programmed
block operates like a peak-current regulator. It
forces the primary current Ig to follow a com-
mand level iC by varying the duty ratio D of the
PWM signal qsw. The artificial ramp ia(t) is re-
quired to stabilize the current-programmed con-
troller when D > 0.5. The command signal ic
is set by the voltage controller in response to the
difference between the feedback voltage Vˆo and the
reference V refo . Two voltage compensators Hcm(s)
and Hdm(s) have been designed for two nominal
operating points (one in CCM and one in DCM).
The switch between these compensators is set by
the mode detection signal, dmode, which is im-
plemented using the relation: the converter op-
erates in CCM if kf Iˆm(t3) > 0 and in DCM if
kf Iˆm(t3) ≤ 0.
For simplicity, we presume that Vˆo is a perfect
estimation of the output voltage Vo. This is equiv-
alent to a transfer function of unity between Vo and
Vˆo. The voltage compensator now can be found us-
ing the typical design procedure for current mode
control. Applying the approach outlined in [9]
to the converter in Fig. 6 with an assumption of
Rsi = 0, one can find the transfer function relating
the control signal iˆc and the output voltage vˆo in
CCM as
Gvc(s) =
vˆo
iˆc
=
FmGvd(s)
1 + Fm (Gid(s) + FvGvd(s))
(11)
where
Gvd(s) =
Vg
nLmC0
(
1− s n2DLm(1−D)2RL
)
(1 + rCCos)
s2 + n
2Lm+RLrCCo(1−D)
n2RLmCo
s+ (1−D)
2
n2LmCo
,
Gid(s) =
Vo(1+D)
nDRLLC
(
1 + RLCo1+D s
)
s2 + n
2Lm+RLrCCo(1−D)
n2RLmCo
s+ (1−D)
2
n2LmCo
,
Fm =
1
maTs
, Fv =
(1−D)2Ts
2nLm
, D =
Vo
Vo + nVg
Recall that n = N2N1 is the transformer turn ratio,
ma is the slope of the compensation ramp ia(t) and
Ts indicates the period of the PWM signal qsw.
Capital letters Vg, Vo and D denote the steady
state values of signals at an operating point, while
lower case symbols with a hat on them, such as
vˆo, dˆ, etc., represent signal deviations from their
operating point. In case of DCM, the control iˆc to
output vˆo transfer function is simplified to
Gvc(s) =
vˆo
iˆc
=
Vg
(Vg +maLm)
√
RLLm
2Ts
1 + RLCo2 s
(12)
For numerical illustration, the converter spec-
ification and component values as presented in
Fig.6 are utilized for calculation in both operat-
ing modes, except for a value of RL = 10Ω in
CCM and RL = 100Ω in DCM. A compensation
slope ma = 10
5A/s and a switching frequency
fs = 80kHz are chosen. The transformer is config-
ured as N1 = 46, N2 = 10, N3 = 6. Substituting
these assigned parameters into Eqs. (11) and (12),
the numerical values of Gvc(s) in CCM and DCM
are given by Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively
Gvc(s) =
0.32(1.37 · 105 − s)(s+ 2.94 · 104)
(s+ 3.75 · 105)(s+ 271.1) (13)
Gvc(s) =
1212
(s+ 29.41)
(14)
A simple technique to design a compensator is
to cancel dominant poles and zeros in Gvc(s). Un-
fortunately, the pole zero cancelation method typ-
ically suffers a slow response under a wide load
change, due to a movement of low-frequency poles
in Gvc(s). Instead, the loop shaping is utilized to
widen the bandwidth of the closed-loop system but
still guarantee a phase margin of at least 50◦. The
compensators for the nominal operating points in
CCM and DCM have a form of
Hcm(s) =
7 · 104(s+ 800)
s(s+ 2.94 · 104) (15)
Hdm(s) =
9 · 104(s+ 500)
s(s+ 3 · 104) (16)
IV Simulation results
Since the waveform of Vsv(t) in a real circuit can
be very different from the one obtained from an
ideal model, a detailed realistic simulation of a fly-
back converter is required for verifying the pro-
posed sensing solution. The circuit diagram as
sketched in Fig.6 is reused for implementation in
Simulink with the following modifications:
• The ideal transformer model is replaced with
a frequency dependent one which is described
in Fig.5. The component value of the detailed
model, which are listed in Table 1, are ex-
tracted from a flyback transformer using a sys-
tem identification approach [10].
• All diodes are modeled by a voltage drop of
Vd = 0.7V in series with a resistor of rd =
0.24Ω. The breakdown voltage of the Zener
diode is 190V .
• The MOSFET model is composed of an ideal
switch in parallel with a capacitor Cds =
79pF , which represents the parasitic capaci-
tance between the MOSFET drain and source
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Lm 795.24µH R2 0.0408Ω
Rm 87.153kΩ L21 21.05pH
Cm 8.846pF R21 0.1247Ω
L1 1.012µH L3 73.99pH
R1 0.3272Ω R3 0.0415Ω
L12 0.2122µH L31 14.03pH
R12 0.9078Ω R31 0.0454Ω
L2 0.1224µH
Table 1: Transformer model parameters.
Three different scenarios have been considered to
study the tracking ability and stability of the ob-
server proposed in section II. In the first scenario,
a periodic step-load current (from 3.2A to 1A) is
applied so that the converter stays in CCM. Fig.
7(a) plots the estimated voltage Vˆo(t) and the out-
put voltage Vo(t) on the same graph. As can be
seen, the observer completely tracks the variation
of Vo(t) and its response is instantaneously with-
out any appreciable delay. For the second scenario,
we let the converter run in DCM only by enforc-
ing another periodic step-load change (0.32A to
0.64A) at the converter output. The obtained re-
sult, which is depicted in Fig. 7(b), demonstrates
that the proposed sensing observer can also work
accurately in DCM. The final scenario involves
a large load current perturbation (from 3.2A to
0.32A) in order to excite both operating mode of
the converter. A good match between Vˆo(t) and
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(c) Scenario 3: both CCM and DCM
Fig. 7: Estimated voltage and output voltage response
under different step-load scenarios
Vo(t), which is showed in Fig. 7(c), again supports
the accuracy and robustness of the proposed ob-
server.
V Conclusions
A new observer law for primary-side sensing, which
is based on the magnetic flux manipulation, has
been carried out in this paper. By exploiting the
magnetizing current in both predicting the knee-
point position and estimating the secondary cur-
rent, the proposed sensing technique can accu-
rately extract the output voltage in both CCM
and DCM. The sensing algorithm is simple and can
be achieved by an analog integrator with a proper
resetting time. A simple implementation with a
stable performance and a universal working mode
makes the proposed observer more attractive in
the industrial field. In addition to the output volt-
age estimation, the magnetizing current can also
be used to predict and control the averaged out-
put current. This feature is very useful for appli-
cations where both output voltage regulation and
output current regulation are required. Although
only simulations have been verified in the paper,
experimental verifications will be performed in the
near future.
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